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STRUCTURE FORMATIONIN THE QUINTESSENTIAL UNIVERSE� ��Ewa L. �okasNiolaus Copernius Astronomial CenterBartyka 18, 00�716 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Otober 11, 2001)I review the main harateristis of struture formation in the quintes-sential Universe. Assuming equation of state w = p=% = onst. I providea brief desription of the bakground osmology and disuss the lineargrowth of density perturbations, the strongly nonlinear evolution, the powerspetra and r.m.s. �utuations as well as mass funtions fousing on thethree values w = �1;�2=3 and �1=3. Finally I desribe the presentlyavailable and future onstraints on w.PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 98.62.�g, 98.62.Ai, 98.62.Ck1. IntrodutionOur knowledge of bakground osmology has reently improved dramat-ially due to new supernovae and osmi mirowave bakground data. Cur-rent observations favor a �at Universe with matter density 
0 = 0:3 [1℄ andthe remaining ontribution in the form of osmologial onstant [2, 3℄ orsome other form of dark energy. The models with osmologial onstant areknown, however, to su�er from two major problems. One is related to the ori-gin of the onstant � it annot be explained in terms of the vauum energysine its energy is orders of magnitude smaller. The other is the lak ofexplanation why the present densities in matter and osmologial onstantare omparable.A new lass of models that solve these problems and also satisfy presentobservational onstraints has been proposed a few years ago [4℄. In thesemodels the osmologial onstant is replaed with a new energy omponent,� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001.�� Work supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN)grant no. 2P03D02319. (3643)



3644 E.L. �okasalled quintessene, haraterized by the equation of state p=% = w 6= �1.The omponent an luster on largest sales and, therefore, a�et the masspower spetrum [5℄ and mirowave bakground anisotropies [6, 7℄.The investigations of the physial basis for the existene of suh om-ponent are now more than a deade old [8℄. One of the promising modelsis based on so-alled �traker �elds� that display an attrator-like behaviorausing the energy density of quintessene to follow the radiation density inthe radiation dominated era but dominate over matter density after matter-radiation equality [9, 10℄. It is still debated, however, how w should dependon time, and whether its redshift dependene an be reliably determinedobservationally [11�13℄.A onsiderable e�ort has gone into attempts to put onstraints on mod-els with quintessene and presently the values of �1 < w < �0:6 seem mostfeasible observationally [14, 15℄. Here I review the main harateristis ofstruture formation in the quintessential Universe whih may provide on-straints on the equation of state. In the last setion I disuss the urrentstatus of observational limits on w and future perspetives.2. Bakground osmologyQuintessene obeys the following equation of state relating it's density%Q and pressure pQ pQ = w%Q; where � 1 � w < 0 : (1)The ase of w=�1 orresponds to the usually de�ned osmologial onstant.The evolution of the sale fator a = R=R0 = 1=(1 + z) (normalized tounity at present, z is the redshift) in the quintessential Universe is governedby the Friedmann equation dadt = H0u(a) ; (2)where u(a) = �1 +
0�1a � 1�+ q0� 1a1+3w � 1���1=2 (3)and H0 is the present value of the Hubble parameter. The quantities withsubsript 0 here and below denote the present values. The parameter 
 isthe standard measure of the amount of matter in units of ritial densityand q measures the density of quintessene in the same unitsq = %Q%rit : (4)
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Time evolution of the sale fator in di�erent models. Rightpanel: The present age of Universe in units of H�10 in �at models as a funtion of
0 for di�erent w.The Einstein equation for aeleration d2a=dt2 = �4�Ga(p + %=3) showsthat w < �1=3 is needed for the aelerated expansion to our. The leftpanel of �gure 1 shows the evolution of sale fator in di�erent models. Theright panel presents the dependene on w of the present age of Universet0 = 1H0 1Z0 u(a)da : (5)Solving the equation for the onservation of energy d(%Qa3)=da=�3pQa2with ondition (1) we get the evolution of the density of quintessene whihfor w = onst:, the ase onsidered in this paper, redues to%Q = %Q;0 a�3(1+w) : (6)The evolution of 
 and q with sale fator is given by
(a) = 
0u2(a)a ; q(a) = q0u2(a)a1+3w ; (7)while the Hubble parameter itself evolves so that H(a) = H0=[a u(a)℄.



3646 E.L. �okas3. Linear growth of perturbationsThe linear evolution of the matter density ontrast Æ = Æ%=% is governedby equation [16℄ �Æ + 2 _aa _Æ � 4�G%Æ = 0 ; (8)where dots represent derivatives with respet to time. For �at models andarbitrary w an analytial expression for D(a), the growing mode of thetime-dependent part of Æ, was found [17℄. With our notation and the nor-malization of D(a) = a for 
 = 1 and q = 0 it beomesD(a) = a 2F1 �� 13w; w � 12w ; 1� 56w; �a(�3w) 1�
0
0 � ; (9)where 2F1 is a hypergeometri funtion. The solutions (9) for di�erent wand osmologial parameters 
0 = 0:3 and q0 = 0:7 are plotted in �gure 2.

Fig. 2. The linear growth rate of density �utuations for 
0 = 0:3, q0 = 0:7 inthree ases of w = �1;�2=3 and �1=3.The peuliar veloity �eld in linear perturbation theory is obtainedfrom [16℄ v = 2f3
H g ; (10)where g = �r�=a is the peuliar gravitational aeleration and f is thedimensionless veloity fator f = a_a _DD : (11)
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Fig. 3. Left panel: The veloity fator f at present as a funtion of 
0 for �atmodels with di�erent w. Right panel: The redshift dependene of f for 
0 = 0:3,q0 = 0:7 and di�erent w.For �at models this formula an be evaluated analytially using Eq. (9).The dependene of f on 
0 at present (z = 0) for �at models with di�erentw is shown in the left panel of �gure 3. We see immediately that the depen-dene on w is very weak. However, as shown in the right panel of �gure 3,when going to higher redshifts we �nd that the veloity fator is muh moresensitive to w whih gives some hope for applying it to determine w fromloal peuliar veloity �eld.4. Strongly nonlinear evolutionThe simplest model of formation of bound objets (alled the spherial ortop hat model) [18�21℄ desribes the nonlinear evolution of spherial densityperturbation of initial proper radius ri and mass MM = M(ri) = 4�3 �b;i r3i (1 +�i) ; (12)where �i is the initial umulative overdensity and �b;i is the bakgrounddensity of matter at time ti. Evolution of this perturbation is governed bythe energy equation 12 �drdt�2 � GMr � H2qr22 = E : (13)If �i is larger than ertain ritial value [20, 21℄, the overdense region willeventually turn-around and ollapse.



3648 E.L. �okasConservation of energy leads to the following ondition for the maximumexpansion (turn-around) radius rta (or sta = rta=ri)b1s3ta + b2sta + b3 = 0 ; (14)where b1 = qi, b2 = 1�
i(1+�i)�qi, b3 = 
i(1+�i) and  = (ai=ata)3(1+w)where ata is the sale fator at turn-around.There are two real and positive solutions to equation (14)sta = 2p3 ��b2b1 �1=2 os��� 2�3 � (15)and sta = 2p3 ��b2b1 �1=2 os��3� ; (16)where � = aros x(x2 + y2)1=2 (17)and x = �9b1=21 b3, y = [3(�4b32 � 27b1b23)℄1=2. For q0 = 0 we simply getsta = �b3=b2. The q0 = 0 ase is reprodued in the limit of small q0 onlyby solution (15). However, although for w = �1 only (15) works, for highervalues of w whih solution is appliable depends on 
0.Partiularly useful quantities whih an be derived from the model arethe harateristi densities of the evolution usually denoted by Æ and �.Æ is the density ontrast at the moment of ollapse (with sale fator aoll)as predited by linear theoryÆ = h [
0; q0; �i(aoll); zi℄D(aoll) ; (18)whereh(
0; q0;�i; zi) = 35 �1�
0 � q0
0 + 
0[1 +�i(1 + zi)℄ + q0 � 1
0(1 +�i)2=3 � : (19)The values of Æ as a funtion of 
0 for �at models with di�erent w are shownin the left panel of �gure 4. They will be used in Setion 6 to onstrut themass funtions of bound objets.Another useful quantity is the ratio of the density of the objet to theritial density at virialization� = �vir�rit (aoll) = 
(aoll)s3oll �aollai �3 h1 +�i(aoll)i ; (20)
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Fig. 4. Dependene of Æ (left panel) and � (right panel) on 
0 and w for �atmodels and ollapse time zoll = 0.where soll = roll=ri and roll is the e�etive �nal radius of the ollapsedobjet. We assume that the objet virializes at toll, the time orrespondingto r ! 0. The �nal radius soll needed in Eq. (20) is obtained by appliationof the virial theorem whih leads to the following equation for the ollapsefator F = roll=rta2�F 3 � "2 + ��aollata �3(1+w)#F + 1 = 0 ; (21)where � = 2qis3ta
i(1 +�i) � aiaoll�3(1+w) : (22)Numerial values of � for the presently ollapsing perturbations in di�erentmodels are shown in the right panel of �gure 4.Using spherial model we an also estimate the redshift of a partiu-lar stage of evolution of the perturbation given its present overdensity aspredited by linear theory, Æ0. For the redshift of ollapse we haveÆ0 = Æ(aoll)D(a = 1)D(aoll) : (23)With the previously obtained results for Æ and the formula for the lineargrowth of �utuations (9), we an alulate the present linear density on-trast of �utuation that ollapsed at zoll. This relation an only be invertedanalytially in the ase of 
0 = 1, q0 = 0 when we get zoll = Æ0=Æ � 1. Forother ases the alulations have to be done numerially. Using equation
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Fig. 5. Redshift of ollapse (left panel) and turn-around (right panel) of density�utuation with present linear density ontrast Æ0 for �at models with di�erent w.analogous to (23) we an also alulate the redshift of turn-around, zta. Pa-rameter Æ(aoll) has then to be replaed by the orresponding turn-aroundvalue Æta(ata). Both redshifts are shown in �gure 5 as funtions of Æ0 fordi�erent models.5. Power spetrum of density �utuationsPower spetrum P (k; a) is de�ned as the Fourier transform of the orre-lation funtion of density �utuationsP (k; a) = Z �(r; a) e�ik�rd3r: (24)The spetra for Universe dominated by Cold Dark Matter (CDM) have beenwidely disussed in the literature, e.g. [22℄. For the present time (a = 1) thepower spetrum is usually written in the formP (k) = AknT 2(k) ; (25)where n measures the slope of the primordial power spetrum (we will as-sume n = 1), T is the transfer funtion and A is a normalization onstant.In the presene of osmologial onstant (�CDM) the transfer funtion T�an be approximated by [22℄T 2� = n1 + h1k + (2k)3=2 + (3k)2io�2=� ; (26)with � = 1:13, 1 = 6:4=� , 2 = 3:0=� , 3 = 1:7=� (1; 2; 3 in units ofh�1Mp), � = 
0h and h = H0=100 [km/(s Mp)℄ = 0:7.



Struture Formation in the Quintessential : : : 3651For �at models with quintessene the modi�ation of the transfer fun-tion has been proposed by Ma et al. [5℄. The transfer funtion in equa-tion (25) is then TQ = TQ�T�, where TQ� = TQ=T� is approximated by�ts given in [5℄. Adopting COBE normalizations of the spetra we obtainthe following onstants for the three ases with w = �1;�2=3 and �1=3,respetively: A = 3:74 � 106; 2:62 � 106 and 8:53 � 105 (h�1Mp)4. Thepresent linear power spetra for these three ases are shown in the left panelof �gure 6.The r.m.s. density �utuation, �, at omoving smoothing sale R isgiven by �2 = 1(2�)3 Z d3k P (k)W 2TH(kR) ; (27)where the smoothing is performed with the top hat �lterW 2TH(kR) = 3(kR)2 �sinkRkR � os kR� : (28)The dependene of � on smoothing sale for �at models with di�erent wis shown in the right panel of �gure 6. A partiularly useful quantity, on-strained by luster abundane is the r.m.s. �utuation at the sale of 8h�1Mp. Its values turn out to depend strongly on w and we get �8 = 1:12; 0:935and 0:534 for w = �1;�2=3 and �1=3, respetively.

Fig. 6. The linear power spetra (left panel) and r.m.s. �utuation as a funtion ofsmoothing sale (right panel) for �at models with di�erent w.



3652 E.L. �okas6. Mass funtionsOne of the most important measures of struture formation is providedby the mass funtion of bound objets. Using the analytial presriptionof Press and Shehter [23℄, we an estimate the umulative mass funtion(the omoving number density of objets of mass grater than M)N(> M) = 1ZM n(M) dM ; (29)where n(M) is the number density of objets with mass between M andM + dM n(M) = �� 2��1=2 %bM Æ�2 d�dM exp�� Æ22�2� : (30)In the expression above, %b is the bakground density, Æ is the harateristidensity disussed in Setion 4 and given by equation (18), � is the r.m.s.density �utuation at omoving smoothing sale R desribed in Setion 5.The mass is related to the smoothing sale by M = 4�%bR3=3.Figure 7 shows the umulative mass funtions alulated from equation(30) with 
0 = 0:3 and q0 = 0:7 for three models with w = �1;�2=3 and�1=3. Comparison of the theoretial urves in �gure 7 with data for rihlusters of galaxies [21℄ shows that for our hoie of osmologial parametersthe values of w � �2=3 are preferred. The Press�Shehter formulae are,however, known to underestimate the mass funtions on the sale of lus-ters of galaxies when ompared to N -body simulations so when more exat

Fig. 7. The Press�Shehter umulative mass funtions for di�erent w assuming
0 = 0:3 and q0 = 0:7.



Struture Formation in the Quintessential : : : 3653preditions are available this result is likely to beome w � �2=3. The on-straint on w from mass funtions is potentially important sine most othertests yield upper limits of w.7. Constraints on wThe primary onstraint on the value of w omes from the observa-tions of aelerating expansion, whih an only be obtained in models withw < �1=3. Age of Universe is quite sensitive to w and inreases for lower w,however, the auray of our knowledge of both H0 and t0 is not goodenough to put strong onstraints on w. Current estimates are onsistentwith w < �0:5.One of the strongest arguments for the existene of dark energy omesfrom the studies of Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB). Although itspower spetrum is weakly sensitive to w (e.g. the height of the �rst aous-ti peak is somewhat inreased and its position is shifted to higher multi-poles for lower w), it has already provided some limits. Combining the datafrom COBE and reent balloon experiments Balbi et al. [6℄ �nd�1 < w < �0:6 while Baigalupi et al. [7℄ estimate the best-�tting valueof w to be w = �0:8. The ongoing and future satellite experiments areexpeted to put even stronger limits on w.Among the promising probes of dark energy are also supernovae Ia. Theomoving distane they serve to measure is sensitive only to the interestingosmologial parameters and the errors related to supernova evolution orextintion are estimated to be small. The existing data restrit w onlyweakly [24℄, but future experiments like The Supernova Aeleration Probeare expeted to measure the value of w with a few perent auray [25℄.Struture formation also o�ers methods to onstrain the osmi equationof state. The suppression of linear growth of density �utuations for higher walone shows that only for w < �1=2 the struture observed today ould haveevolved from small initial perturbations dedued from CMB observations.The same range of aeptable w values follows from the behaviour of �8whih is a strongly dereasing funtion of w.The most promising tests are based on the number ounts of galaxylusters. It turns out [26℄ that the slope of omoving abundane as a funtionof redshift depends sensitively on w and, therefore, an be used to breakdegeneraies between w and other osmologial parameters that appear e.g.in the analysis of CMB. Suh measurements are expeted to be performedusing the proposed new X-ray and Sunyaev�Zeldovih e�et surveys [27℄ andthe ongoing DEEP Redshift Survey [28℄. The onstraints from strutureformation appear to be omplementary to those from supernovae and CMBmeasurements.
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